October 28, 1998

Dear Friends of the Clements Center and DeGolyer Library:

You are cordially invited to a special preview of work by Margarete Bagshaw-Tindel with an illustrated talk by the artist at Mission Gallery in Dallas.

Time: 6:00 p.m., Wednesday, November 11, 1998

Place: Mission Gallery, Preston Center West, 6132 Berkshire Lane (immediately south of Northwest Highway and west off Preston Road).

Margaret Bagshaw-Tindel is a third-generation artist whose work stands along side that of her mother, Helen Hardin, and her grandmother, Pablita Velarde. Margarete Bagshaw-Tindel will speak about the Native American tradition out of which her art has evolved.

This event is by invitation only and has been planned by John and Renay Nieto on behalf of the Clements Center and DeGolyer Library at SMU. Many of you will recall the splendid painting John Nieto gave SMU to celebrate the opening of the William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies. Titled "Fancy Dancer at SMU," this painting hangs at DeGolyer Library and is the subject of a limited edition silk screen print by the same title.